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Abstract
Given a polynomial in characteristic p, the algorithm here will (without factorization) find
a separable polynomial with the same irreducible factors or prove that none exists. This is what
is needed to compute the Jordan decomposition of a matrix in characteristic p. Supplementary
propositions and examples indicate how to carry out the computations over finitely generated
fields.
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1. Introduction
Let F be a field. A polynomial h(x) over F is called separable if it and its deriv-
ative h′ are relatively prime. It is easy to see that this is equivalent to saying that
h is a product of distinct irreducible polynomials, each of which is separable. In
characteristic zero, all irreducibles are separable, and thus all polynomials without
repeated factors––“square-free” polynomials––are separable. But over some fields of
characteristic p, an irreducible may be a polynomial in xp and thus have derivative
zero; in such cases, a square-free polynomial may not be separable.
A square matrix S over F is called separable if its minimal polynomial is separa-
ble. A Jordan decomposition of a square matrix M over F is an equality M = S +N
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where S is separable, N is nilpotent, and S and N commute with each other (or,
equivalently, commute with M). The basic structural fact is this:
Theorem [1a,1b]. Jordan decompositions are unique when they exist. A matrix M
with minimal polynomial f (x) has a Jordan decomposition if and only if the product
h(x) of the distinct irreducible factors dividing f is separable.
It has been known for some time that S and N can be computed from M by pro-
cesses that require only the polynomials f (x) and h(x). In [5], Schmidt described an
improved method for doing this computation. But he dealt primarily with character-
istic 0, where h(x) is always separable and can be computed as the greatest common
divisor of f and f ′. This paper shows how, without having to factor polynomials, we
can start with f in characteristic p and either show that h is not separable or produce
h when it is separable.
2. The algorithm
If M is the companion matrix of f (x) = xp − a in characteristic p, we see that h
when separable will have to be x − a1/p; so we must assume that we can test which
elements are pth powers and compute their roots when they are. This is of course
trivial for finite fields Fq , where each a is the pth power of aq/p.
Algorithm (Computation of separable h). Let f (x) be a monic polynomial over a
field F of characteristic p. Set intially H = 1 and A = f.
(1) Set B = gcd(A,A′).
(2) Set C = A/B.
(3) Replace H by HC.
(4) Set D = gcd(Cn,A), where n = deg(A).
(5) Set E = A/D.
(6) If E = 1, STOP with result h = H.
(7) If 1 /= E =∑ ak(xp)k and some ak is not a pth power, STOP with result “no
solution”.
(8) Otherwise, replace A by∑(ak)1/pxk and return to step (1).
Theorem 1. Let f (x) be a monic polynomial over a field F of characteristic p.
Suppose that f =∏ qeii where the qi are distinct monic irreducibles. Then the algo-
rithm above will produce h =∏ qi if the qi are all separable and will report “no
solution” if some qi is inseparable.
Proof. On the first cycle of the algorithm, we start with the greatest common divisor
of f and f ′. Obviously each qei−1i will divide f ′, while q
ei
i will divide it only when
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eiq
′
i is divisible by qi (which means eiq ′i = 0). Thus f divided by this greatest com-
mon divisor will be the product of those qi where ei is not divisible by p and q ′i is
nonzero; equivalently, these are the qi for which qeii is not a polynomial in x
p
. This
product is entered in H . The next two steps strip out from f all powers of these qi
without affecting the others. Thus E is the product of those qejj that are polynomials
in xp. If there are no such factors, we are done.
Lemma. If ∏ qejj =
∑
ak(x
p)k, where the qj are monic irreducibles, then all ej
are divisible by p precisely when all ak are pth powers in F.
Proof of Lemma. If all ej are divisible by p, then the product is a pth power and
hence all the coefficients are pth powers. Conversely, if all the coefficients are pth
powers, then clearly the polynomial is a monic pth power, and so (by unique factor-
ization) all ej are divisible by p. 
Thus if E is nontrivial and has some coefficient not a pth power, some qj must
be inseparable, and step (7) gives a correct answer. If all coefficients are pth powers,





The process then continues with this product. Each time through, it multiplies
H by the product of all remaining separable irreducibles having current exponent
no longer divisible by p; it stops if some inseparable irreducible has exponent not
divisible by p; and it either ends or recycles to give a product where the exponents
of the remaining irreducibles have been divided by p. 
3. Testing for (and finding) pth roots in characteristic p
The algorithm requires testing which elements are pth powers and computing
their roots when they are. This section establishes some cases where that can be done.
Our main result will follow from two propositions, of which the first is straightfor-
ward.
Proposition 1. Let F be a field of characteristic p in which we can test and compute
pth roots. Then we can also do that in the rational function field F(λ).
Proof. Each nonzero element g of F(λ) can be written as a quotient of two poly-
nomials. By the Euclidean algorithm, we can find and cancel their greatest common
factor, and we thus can write g = c ·m(λ)/n(λ), where c is a constant and m and n
are monic polynomials in λ with no common factor. Then gp = cp ·m(λ)p/n(λ)p,
and here mp and np will again be monic with no common factors. Then, given a
rational function f (λ), we can first write it as d · r(λ)/s(λ), where r and s are monic
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with no common factor. Unique factorization in the polynomial ring shows then that
f will be a pth power only if d is a pth power in F and r and s are both pth powers
of polynomials. By assumption we can test d and find its pth root if it has one. Since
pth power takes sums to sums, we see that we will have our r(λ) equal to some
m(λ)p precisely when r(λ) involves only powers of λp and all its coefficients are
pth powers in F . The same applies to s(λ). Thus by assumption we can perform
these tests and compute the pth root when it exists. 
Proposition 2. Let F be a field of characteristic p in which we can test and compute
pth roots. Then we can also do that in K = F(α), where α is the root of a separable
irreducible polynomial over F .
Proof. Suppose the degree of α over F is n. Using the equation of α over F , we
can compute the powers 1, αp, α2p, . . . , α(n−1)p as linear combinations (over F )
of 1, α, . . . , αn−1. Since K is both separable and purely inseparable over F(αp),
we have K = F(αp). Hence these new powers are also a basis, and so the matrix
over F giving them is invertible. Doing matrix computations over the field F , we
can find the inverse and thus explicitly write any element in K uniquely in the form∑n−1
0 ciα




ip is a pth power in K if and only if each ci is a pth
power in F.
Proof of Lemma. Clearly we have a pth power here if every ci is a pth power.










Clearly we can now test and compute pth roots in K when we can do so
in F . 
Theorem 2. Let F be a field of characteristic p, finitely generated over the prime
field. Then in a suitable presentation of F, we can test and compute pth roots.
Proof. It was shown by F.K. Schmidt [3, p. 594 ff.], [4, p. 165 ff.] that any such field
can be expressed as a separable algebraic extension of a field of rational functions in
finitely many indeterminates. The result thus follows from the propositions. 
Remark. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, Fröhlich and Shepherdson [2, The-
orem 4.6] show that a more complicated algorithm will produce a factorization into
irreducibles for every polynomial over the field. Surprisingly, perhaps, they also pro-
duced an example that (in our terms) shows that Proposition 2 can fail for inseparable
extensions [2, Lemma 7.21].
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4. Examples
Example 1. Let F = F3, and let
f (x) = x23 + x22 + 2x20 + 2x17 + x16 + 2x13 + x11
+ 2x8 + 2x7 + 2x5 + x4 + 2x2.
Here of course the field is perfect, so we know there will be a solution. On the
first passage through the algorithm, we get
C = f (x)/(x19 + 2x13 + 2x10 + 2x4 + x) = x4 + x3 + 2x.
Thus we set H = x4 + x3 + 2x. Then we get
D = x5 + x4 + 2x2, E = x18 + 2x12 + 2x9 + 2x3 + 1.
We can take the cube roots, and so we go on by setting
A = x6 + 2x4 + 2x3 ++2x + 1.
This yields C = x3 + 2x + 1, so we change H to
H = (x4 + x3 + 2x)(x3 + 2x + 1).
We get then E = x3 + 1. This gives the next A = x + 1. Then C = x + 1, E = 1,
and we stop with the result
h = (x4 + x3 + 2x)(x3 + 2x + 1)(x + 1).
[The f here in fact is the product x2(x3 + x2 + 2)(x3 + 2x + 1)3(x + 1)9.]
Example 2. Let F = F2(λ), and let











One pass through the algorithm gives us C = x3 + 1
(λ+1)2 x
2 + λ
λ+1 ; then D comes
out equal to C, and we get E = x2 + λ2
λ+1 . Here λ+ 1 is not a square, so we stop
with no solution.
Example 3. Let F = F2(λ)(µ) where λ is transcendental and µ2 + µ = λ3 + λ.
This is a separable extension of F2(λ). Let f (x) = x3 + λµx2 + λ2µx + λ3µ2. One
pass gives C = x + λµ, with D = C again, and E = x2 + λ2µ. Computing as in
Proposition 2, we see that
E = x2 + [λ2(λ3 + λ)]1 + [λ2]µ2.
Here λ2 is a square in F but λ2(λ3 + λ) is not, so there is no solution.
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